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ABSTRACT
The likelihood of alliogenesis and extraterrestrial
life based upon chemical structures other than the usual pro-
teins, nucleic acids, water and other organic molecules common
to terrestrial biochemistry is examined from the viewpoint of
the chemical, physical and mechanical features of the alter-
native structures and their constituent atoms.
High cosmic abundance and small size are found to
be desirable features of atoms comprising the large molecules
of living systems. Polarity, abundance, and good solvating
properties are found to be the requirements for a suitable
biological solvent.
It is concluded that Hydrogen and the elernentL3 in
the second row of the Periodic Table--namely carbon, nitrogen
and oxygen, are necessary major components of biologically
significant molecules, although some variation from the ter-
restrial biomolecules is possible under different pressure,
temperature and concentration conditions. Ammonia is found
to be a possible replacement for water, as a biological sol-
vent, under conditions where water is frozen but ammonia is
a liquid.
ti
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ON THE POSSIBILITY OF EXOTIC HIOCHEMISTRIES
I. INTRODUCTIOIJ
The possibility of abiogenesis and extraterrestrial
life based upon chemical structures other than the usual pro-
tcins, nucleic acids, carbohydrates, water and r . ther organic
molecules common to terrestrial biochemitry has been consid-
ered by several authors	 (Refs.	 1, 2 and 3).	 Too often the
conclusions of those studies are unjustifiably prejudiced to-
ward terrestrial molecules 	 (Ref.	 3) or to the other extreme--
an "anything goes" attitude 	 (Ref.	 1).	 This is primarily due
to the absence of a careful chemical consideration of the
mechanical aspects of living systems.
It is the purpose of the present study to describe
the most important structural and dynamic requirements of liv-
ing systems, from the chemical point of view, and to consider
the types of chemical compounds compatible with these require-
ments.	 In particular, it is desired to learn whether carbon,
hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen, the predominant elements in all
ti terrestrial organisms, as well as water, the universal solvent
of terrestrial biochemistry, are necessary components of living
systems or whether other substances under the same or different
environmental conditions could occupy their respective places
and thereby give rise to exotic biochemistries.
II.	 SOME IMPORTA14T FEATURES OF LIVING SYSTEMS
Living systems are characterized by their ability to
F carry cut a set of interdependent chemical reactions which re-
S sult ir. the perpetuation of the living condition of the system.
They are distinguishable from other naturally occurring chem-
ical systems in that their chemical reactions do not drive them
toward the lowest state of free energy compatible with their
envIrorugent .	 This apparent violation of the second law of
t,t;ermodynamics is circumvented by the coupling of hignly exen-
H tropic chemical reactions to the negentropic processes which
characterize the living state. 	 The net result is that while
the entropy of the living system itself may not increase, the
entropy of the universe does increase as a result o:' the spon-
taneous chemical reactions of life.
The processes of living systems consist of acquisi-
tion of structural and functional molecules, reproduction,
utilization of energy in life processes and disposal of waste
materials.	 These processes must occur continuously and harmon-
iously if the living system is to avoid chemical equilibration
with the environment.	 This requires that the living system be
isolated, to some extent, from its environment, in order that
extraneous chemical species in the environment do not interfere
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with the functioning	 f the livi ng s ystem.	 At the same time
	
P.	 Y	 ,
the living system must be	 to acquire raw materials from
the environment arid discharge 	 aste materials to the environ-
ment.	 Consequently,	 "selective isolation" is a necessary
propej,•cy characteristic of living systems.
Given the foregoing properties of living systems, we
are now confronted with the problem of deciding which types of
atoms and molecules can participate in: 	 (1) a medium for mass
transport and chemical	 reactions in living systems,	 (2) selec-
tively permeable membranes,	 (3) structurally and functionally
significant molecules,	 00 transmission of genetic and struc-
tural information, and (5) the release of energy to drive bi-
ochemical reactions. 	 Since the biological properties derive
from the chemical features of the molecular participants In
all life processes, a brief review on the nature of inter-ac-
tions between atoms to form molecules and between molecules to
form other molecules or molecular complexes is included as an
Appendix.
III.	 SOME PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS ON THE EXISTENCE OF LIVING
SYSTEMS
^j
The origin and perpetuation of li •:ing systems on a
plariet will depend upon the existence and organization of some
rather specialized types of chemical substances.	 Before con-
sidering the details of the natures of these substances and
their respective places in a biochemistry, 	 it is pertinent to
consider whether or not they can exist in the physical envir-
onment of that planet.	 This section will consider three of
the most important factors determining the condition of matter
in a planetary environment--namely, the relative natural oc-
currences of the elements on the planet, the temperature of
the environment and the presence of high energy radiation
fluxes.
flA. Elemental Abundances
Assuming that the origin of life on a planet occurs
as a result of abiogenesis, the chemical species which even-
tually oecome the molecules of life are formed in accordance
with the laws of chemical kinetics (Ref. 4) and near-equilib-
rium thermodynamics (Ref. 4). This means that the rates of
production of the potentially biochemically significant species
will depend upon the concentrations of their precursors and,
also, that the concentrations of species not favored by equi-
librium will be appreciable only if the initial concentrations
of the precursor species are high.
F,
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l^ The concentrations of biochemical precur3or molecules
can be rela ted, in large part, to the relative abundances of
their component atoms at the time of the formation of these com-
pounds.	 Because of the high degree of organization and ordering
required by all biologically important compounds,	 chemical ki-
netics and thermodynamics should be against the formation of
such compounds in appreciable quantities from any but the most
abundant elements present.
	
Consequently,	 it is reasonable to
conclude that only the most abundant elements can comprise the
bulk of the atoms in a living system. 	 An planetary life evolves
from an abiogenetic to a biogenetic condition, the developed
biochemistry demands that the more abundant elements at the
C time of abiogenesis continue to comprise the majority of theatoms of which the livi.ng systerns are composed.
Hydrogen is believed to account for about 90% of the
atoms in the universe (Ref.
	 5) while helium comprises about
9.5% of the cosmic atoms. 	 All other elements make up the
remaining 0.5% of the atoms.
	 If we assume that the initial
composition of a planet is similar to the distribution
Uu of elements in the universe, hydrogen and helium will predomi-
nate tremendously in concentration over all other elements.
Since helium is chemically inert and Hydrogen is univalent, the
only compounds which could reasonably be expected on such a
planet are simple hydrides of the higher elements with :,elium
and hydrogen still in tremendous excess.
	 However, due to the
low atomic weight of both hydrogen and helium, the bulk of
these elements are lost by thermal escape from all but the
coldest, most massive planets.
	
In our own solar system only
th:^ large cold planets like Jupiter and Saturn are known to
remain large excesses of hydrogen while the detection of con-
siderable quantities of ammonia (NH 3 ) and methane (CHO on
these planets indicates that the other elements are present
largely as hydrides. 	 Since only rather small, hydride type
molecules are likely to form on these planets, it is not prob-
able `hat the complex, highly ordered molecules which charac-
terize living systems would form under such conditions.
After hydrogen and helium, the next most plentiful
elements are, in order of cosmic abundance: 	 oxygen, nitrogen,
carbon, iron, neon, silicon, magnesium and sulfur. 	 Together
these make up better than 99% of the remaining 0.5% of the
atoms in the universe.	 Since all of these elements, except
neon, form compounds which are capable of being retained by
planets of all sizes and under almost any thermal conditions,
it is reasonably safe to conclude that the majority of the
atoms constituting biomolecules will come from this group.
Excepted is neon, due to its chemical inertness. 	 Hydrogen
could still L)e present in tha form of chemical compounds.
1
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The Temperature Environment
t The thermal conditions of a given planet are extremely
important in determining which molecules could function as com-
ponents of living systems and ultimately whether or not life
is possible there at all.
	
Life depends upon the highly con-
trolled functioning; of highly ordered molecules. 	 High temper-
atures act to disrupt molecular order and may even destroy or
prevent the synthesis of biomolecules. 	 It is well known that
above a few hundred degrees centigrade, most covalent bonds
and all weak attractive interactions (charge-transfer, hydrogen
bending, etc.) are broken irrespective of ambient pressure.
Above 1000° C even ionic compounds dissociate.
The resistance of a chemical bond to thermal rupture
is determined by the bond dissociation energy which is in turn
determined predominantly by the sizes of the atoms forming
the bond.	 The larger the atoms, the less stable is the bond.
Consequently,
	
the smallest atoms form the most thermostable
bonds.	 Since terrestrial organisms employ the smallest atoms
available,	 it is doubtful that structures based upon atoms in
the third row of the periodic table and beyond would offer any
advantage over hydrogen and the second row elements in biomol-
L ecules at higher environmental temperatures than those found
on the Earth.
I
determines the rates of chemical
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The existence of life on a planet will depend upon
the fluid properties of a liquid for mass transport and assis-
tance in chemical reactions. The presence of such a liquid
will be strongly dependent Ripon temperature. If the tempera-
ture of the environment is above the boiling point of the
solvent under the prevailing atmospheric pressure, no liquid
state will be present. If the temperature exceeds the critical
temperature of the solvent, no liquid state will be present
under any pressure conditions. If the temperature is below the
freezing point of the solvent, again no liquid phase will nor-
mally be present. Thus, given a planet favoring the existence
of a biological solvent, the temperature conditions will ul-
timately determine whether the solvent can be effectively
utilized as part of a biological system.
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C.	 }sigh Energy Radiations
The molecular absorption of energy from high fre-
quency electromagnetic radiations and fast moving charged
particles produces electronically excited states and frequently
results in non-thermal chemical reactions. 	 The products of
[ these reactions are not in thermodynamic equilibrium with
their environment and are subsequently degraded through reac-
tions involving the release of energy. 	 Consequently,	 it is
reasonable to expect that radiation induced chemical reactions
will have some bearing on the existence of life on a planet
exposed to space radiation.	 Radiation is believed to have
r' played a large part in the synthesis of terrestrial biomol-
t ecules	 (Ref.	 6).	 It is the most abundant source of the
energy necessary to produce the non-equilibrium chemical
species which comprise living systems. 	 There is good reason
to believe that abiogenesis on other planets, regardless of
the elements involved, would rely heavily on radiation for its
Y inception.	 On the other hand, high energy radiations can be
detrimental to the existence of living systems.
Particulate radiations and electromagnetic radiation
of wavelengths shorter than 2000 a are capable of breaking
t chemical bonds and producing highly reactive species such as
ions and free radicals. 	 These species are capable of destroy-
ing the molecules comprising living systems and are therefore
hazardous to the living state.
	
Consequently, the perpetuation
of life on a planet must involve some means of protection of
living systems from high energy radiations.	 The presence of
a thick fluid medium, such as an atmosphere or an ocean, on a
planet would permit radiosynthesis to occur at the outer re-
gions of the medium while shielding the inner regions from pri-
mary cosmic radiations and reactive, radiation-produced inter-
mediates.	 The higher molecular weight radiosynthesized molecules
could then settle, gravitationally, to inner regions and thereby
be shielded from further interactions with radiations. 	 Radio-
synthesis on solid surfaces precludes the settling mechanism
and subjects radiosynthesized species to radiation damage.
Consequently,
	
it is doubtful that tiny planet not containing a
thick atmosphere or deep oceans could sustain life in the pres-
t ence of a high cosmic radiation flux.
IV. BIOLOGICAL SOLVENTS
t ^
	
	
Living systems require a medi%:,n for mass transport
and assistance in chemical reactions. To this end the liquid
state is indispensible. Mass transport in solids is exceed-
ingly slow--too slow to sustain biochemical reactions.
a
9
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Transport of macromolecules in gases is almost impos-
sible, except in the case of buperdense gases.	 Chemical
reactions usually involve both bond breaking and bond making
steps.	 The ruptire of cheinical bonds in isolated molecules
often requires more energy than the environment can supply in
thermal collisions.	 Sometlines interaction of a biochemical
reactant with a liquid :solvent assists the breaking of bends
at thermal energies.	 The ensuing reactions might be impossible
in the absence of such a solvent-solute interaction.
A biological solvent must be capable of dissolving
small molecules but not macromoleculer biological structures.
Since the molecules of importance to living systems must be
chemically active,	 they will nece:3sarily be polar molecules.
Because the dissolution of polar molecules as well as their
reactivi.ties are assisted by polar solvents, biological sol-
vents will necessarily he composed of polar molecules.	 Conse-
quently,	 liquified elements and molecules having three dimen-
sional symmetry will not be capable of functioning as biological
solvents.	 The importance of this is that hydrogen and methane,
as well as other hydrocarbons, which are among the most abun-
dant materials in the universe, are immediately eliminated
from consideration.
A biological solvent must be abundant on a life-bear-
1ng planet if living systems are to exist there for a substantial
portion of the planet's lifetime. 	 For this reason the solvent
molecules must be composed of relatively abundant elements and
must be produced through very short synthetic mechanisms. 	 Re-
sistance to oxidation and reduction by the environment contri-
butes to the stability of a solvent over long periods of time
and is therefore a desirable property of biochemical solvents.
Furthermore, if extensive acid-base and oxidation-reduction
reactions occur in the biochemical processes, the solvent must
ha ,.e very weak acid, base, oxidizing and reducing properties
relative to the reactants dissolved in it.	 Since living sys-
tems w_11 have to be enclosed in selectively permeable membranes,
the free passage of the solvent through the membrane, in either
direction, requires that the solvent molecules be rather small.
Finally, since all planets are expected to demonstrate periodic
variations of temperature, both on a daily and seasonal basis,
a good biological solvent should have as wide a freezing point
to boiling point temperature range as possible.
Most of the small compounds of the ruore abundant
elements (Ref.	 7) do not satisfy several of the above criteria.
The carbides, oxides, nitrides and sulfides of silicon, iron
I
I
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o	 crystals,and magnesium are all I nic c  r  even at very high temper-
atures. The hydrides of iron and magnesium are unstable while
those of carbon and silicon are non-polar. The hydride of
sulfur ha3 a 21 0 melting to boiling point range, is a very
weak Bronsted acid, a very strong Lewis base, is unstable to
oxidation and does not solvate charged species well. Marry
metal ions which may be essential as trace components of liv-
ing systems will therefore be extremely insoluble in H 2 S. It
is therefore not a good biological solvent.
Carbon and nitrogen form a compound, c ano en whichg	 P	 Y	 6 ,
is non-polar due to its dimerization and is unstable to a wide
variety of conditions. Carbon forms three oxides: C 3 0 2 , CO2
and CO, which are, respectively, unstable, non-polar and of
narrow and low (critical temp. me-139 0 ) liquid temperature range.
Nitrogen forms six oxides, all of which are either unstable,
strong oxidizing agents, liquids at very low temperatures and
within narrow range3 or poor Solvating agents. Sulfur has two
oxides. Sulfur dioxide is highly susceptible to oxidation
and less so to reduction while sulfur trioxide is an extremely
strong Lewis acid so that an extensive acid-base chemistry
.could not be possible in it. Sulfur also forms an unstable,
solid nitride (S 4 N 4 ) and a non-polar compound with carbon (CS2).
Hydrogen forms two oxides (H 2 0 and H 2 0 2 ) and three
nitrides (NH 3 , N 2 H 4 and N 2 H 2 ). One of the oxides (H 2 0 2 ) and
two of the nitrides (N 2 H 4 and N 2 II 2 ) are unstable under a wide
variety of conditions due to the instability of the 0-0 single
bond and the great stability of the N=N triple bond. The re-
maining oxide and nitride of hydrogen have the properties
desirable of biological solvents and will be discussed further.
In addition to the above binary compounds of the more
common elements, there are several ternary compounds which
might be expected to form in some quantity on a planet contain-
ing the hydrides of these elements. Among these are compounds
like hydrogen cyanide (HCN), methanol (CH 3 0H) and methyl amine
(CH 3 NH 2 ), all of which have several of the properties desir-
able for a biological solvent. These compounds are, however,
relatively reactive and tend to form a wide variety of poly-
merization, oxidation and reduction products so that they would
not be very stable in a dynamic planetary environment.
The substances most capable of satisfying all of
the above r4quirements of a biological solvent are liquid
water and ammonia. Both are small, highly polar molecules
'
	
	 which are composed of some of -%,he most abundant elements in
the.universe: hydrogen and oxygen in the case of water, and
hydrogen and nitrogen in the case of ammonia. Both substances
are extensively hydrogen-bonded in the liquid state. This re-
sults in their being liquids at much higher temperatures than
are molecules of similar size but no hydrogen bonding.
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' The chemical behaviors of water and ammonia are qual-
itatively similar. 	 Both can act as either Bronsted acids,
Bronsted bases, Lewis acids or Lewis bases and are capable of
dissolving a wide variety of polar and ionic substances.	 The
principal differences between these two solvents are that am-
monia is less polar, more basic, 	 less acidic and less resistant
C_ to oxidation than water. 	 Their differences are therefore ofdegree rather than kind. 	 At one earth atmosphere pre:,sure
water has a freezing point to boiling point range of 100° C,
while ammonia has only a 44°	 C range	 (-77.7°C to -33.40C).
Due to its greater susceptibility to oxidation, ammonia would
probably not be a good biological solvent in a highly oxidiz-
ing environment, such as one containing molecular oxygen.
Neither water nor ammonia exhibit very strong oxidizing or re-
ducing properties relative to compounds composed of other el-
ements.	 This is due to the small atomic sizes of hydrogen,
oxygen and nitrogen and the already high states of reduction
of oxygen and nitrogen in these compounds.
Due to its lower dipole moment, ammonia is a liquid
at lower temperatures than is water.	 This,	 coupled with the
differences in acidity and basicity of these substances, 	 im-
plies that if life exists in liquid ammonia, its chemical make-
up might be somewhat different from that observed on Earth,
with water as a solvent.	 For example, the carbami.dine group
H
I
N	 0
II	 II
(-C-NH 2 ) might replace the carboxyl group (-C-OH) common to
terrestrial biochemical molecules.
It may be concluded that on a planet somewhat colder
than Earth and with not too strongly oxidizing conditions, it
would be chemically feasible for ammonia to serve as a biolog-
ical solvent in place of water.
V. FUNCTIONAL MACROMOLECULES
Several of the processes which characterize living
systems require very large molecules for their execution. Se-
lective isolation, the discriminatory acquisition and rejection
of environmental materials and the retention and rejection of
systemic materials, requires large molecules with chemically
active groups to participate in systemic membranes which act
as highly selective two-way filters for the living systems.
The retention and transmission of structural and genetic in-
formation is effected through maci,omolecular templates whose
information is contained in the arrangement of chemically ac-
tive groups affixed to the templates.
G
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Since templates and membranes, as well as other
macromolecular structures, are constructed E:ecording to the
informational bits container' in template macromolecules, the
biological macromolecules must be constructed, in vivo, from
small molecules which can be acquired from the environment
and whose chemical properties are complementary to those of
the functional groups forming the informational bits.
I
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The ability of atoms to form large but finite mole-
cules whose skeletal structures will be stable in a polar med-
ium depends upon the bonding properties of these atoms. In
order to form extended structures, the component atoms must
be capable of forming several covalent bond: of low polarity
and high bonding strength. High covalence contributes to ex-
tension of structure while low bond polarity protects the
structure from rupture due to attack by polar reactants. Hi3h
bonding strengh assures thermal stability of the structure.
High covalence is a property common to elements in the central
groups of the periodic table (Ref. 'l): thQ elements having
three, four, five and six electrons in their outermost elec-
tronic shells. Low bond polarity is observed in bonds formed
by atoms of identical or very similar size and nuclear charge.
High bond strength is favored by small size of the bonded
atoms due to their high orbital overlap, high attractive
electrostatic interactions and low repulsive electrostatic in-
teractions. Since the macromolecules constitute major frac-
tions of the masses of living; systems, the atoms which comprise
the bulk of these macromolecules should be among the cosmic-
ally more abundant elements. Carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, magnes-
ium, silicon, sulfur and iron will therefore be tt,e elements
of interest in the consideration of macromolecular skeletons.
Carbon and nitrogen are known to be capable of par-
ticipating in the formation of biomacromolecules as these ore
the princiral components of the skeletons of proteins and nu-
cleic acids, the biopolymers of terrestrial biochemistry.
Carbon is tetracovalent while nitrogen is tricovalent. Carbon
atoms form bonds of low polarity by bonding to oche.- carbon
atoms. Nitrogen atoms can bond to other nitrogen atoms but
the molecules containing nitrogen-nitrogen covalent bonds are
generally thermodynamically unstable due to the very great
stability of the nitrogen-nitrogen triple bond. These com-
pounds usually deconinose, with the evolution of molecular ni-
trogen	 Carbon-nitrogen bonds, however, are quite stable and
the small size and charge differences between carbon and ni-
trogen result in their low polarity. Due to the very small
sizes of tha carbon and nitrogen atoms, both carbon-carbon and
carbon-nitrogen bonds are quite strong. Both carbon and ni-
trogen demonstrate n-bond formation. In structures where this
occurs carbon-carbon and carbon-nitrogen a-bonding is rein-
forced by the formation of n-bonds (Ref. 8).
I,
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Due to the presence of non-bonded electron pairs in
its valence shell, nitrogen also behaves as a functional,
	 as
well as a structural atom.	 These non-bonded electrons permit
` nitrogen to act as either a Bronsted base or a Lewis base.
These activities are important in the functioning of proteins
and nucleic acids.	 Carbon has no non-bonded electron pairs
and while it	 is in a macromolecule,	 it is usually chemically
active only when it participates in n-bonds.
r: Oxygen is also known to occur in the skeletons of
terrestrial biomacromolecules, where it is usually bonded to
carbon.	 The oxygen-oxygen single bond is inherently unstable.
Because of the difference in nuclear charge between carbon and
oxygen, the carbon-oxygen bond is rather polar.	 Both carbon
and oxygen are, however, very small atoms and the carbon-ox-
ygen bond is, therefore, very strong. 	 Additionally, neither
carbon nor oxygen have vacant valence shell orbitals to provide
an easy pathway for polar attack on the carbon-oxygen bond via
a coordination mechanism.	 To be sure, oxygen, like nitrogen,
has lone pair electrons which are capable of being employed in
coordination covalent bond formation. 	 Donation of non-bonded
pairs, however, generally strengthens covalent bonds due to
minimization of valence shell electron pair repulsions. 	 Ac-
ceptance of non- bonded pairs into vacant orbitals, on the other
hand,	 increases valence shell electronic repulsions and gen-
erally weakens covalent bonding. 	 Consequently, in spite of
y its polarity, the carbon-oxygen bond is relatively stable in
polar media.
	
The presence of carbon-oxygen or carbon-nitrogen
single bonds in a terrestrial biopolymer usually indicates
the places where small molecules have been joined to form
the polymer.
s,
It is interesting that in spite of the ability of
carbon to catenate indefinitely, biopolymers make little use
of this affinity of carbon atoms for each other. 	 While syn-
thetic concatamers of carbon are known, containing thousands
of uninterrupted carbon-carbon bonds, biopolymers rarely con-
tain groups of more than six continuously joined carbon atoms.
For example, the fundamental monomeric unit of all protein
skeletons consists of two carbon atoms and a nitrogen atom
^	 II(-C-C-N-).	 This appears to be related to the great abundances
of both carbon and nitrogen on the prebiotic earth. 	 Long
chain carbon concatamers would be likely to form in a system
containing carbon as the only chemically active, polyvalent
element.	 The presence of any other element with combining
properties similar to carbon would tend to compete with carbon
atcros for places in the molecular chains.	 The synthesis of
long chain carbon concatamers on a warm planet is not likely
because of dilution of carbon by oxygen and nitrogen. 	 On a
3
I
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cold planet where oxygen and nitrogen are condensed as water
and ammonia, hydrocarbon synthesis is possible,
	 by radiolytic
means,	 in the upper atmosphere. 	 Even so, life based upon hy-
drocarbon macromolecules is extremely unlikely.
	 In a cold
environment, it would be extremely difficult for a living sys-
tem to rely upon thermal energy to assist it in breaking down
hydrocarbon chains into small units and then reassembling them,
in vivo,	 into biopolymers.
	 Furthermore, the insolubility of
even small hydrocarbon molecules in polar solvents appears to
represent an insurmountable problem.
Magnesium and iron are the only metallic elements
among those we have arbitrarily designated the most abundant
and it is precisely this fact which prevents them from being
a important structural atoms in biomacromolecules.	 Metallic
elements are characterized by a small binding energy per va-
lence electron compared with other elements in their periodic
groups.	 This is a result of their having lower nuclear charges
and slightly greater radii than other elements in the same
periodic group.	 As a result, metallic elements are electro-
positive and tend to form bonds which have a great deal of
Ionic character.	 Ionic compounds either dissociate into ions
in polar solvents or form insoluble infinite ionic crystals.
Neither property is contributory to the formation of large
but discrete molecules which retain their structure in polar
solvents.	 Consequently, magnesium and iron are not suitable
atoms to compose the skeletons of biomacromolecules.
Silicon, about one-eighth as abundant, cosmically,
as carbon, is in the same periodic group with carbon.
	 It
therefore has four electrons in its valence shell. 	 There,
however,	 the similarity to carbon ends. 	 Because of its nuclear
charge and atomic radius, silicon is much more electropositive
than is carbon.	 Its covalent bonds with other elements there-
fore tend to be highly polar.
	
In addition, silicon has vacant
orbitals in its valence shell which carbon does not. 	 Conse-
quently,	 covalent silicon compounds are readily susceptible
to spontaneous coordination and reaction with polar mole-
cules.	 With electronegative elements like oxygen and nitro-
gen, silicon forms ionic bonds which, due to the inability
of silicon to form conventional n-bonds, result in the forma-
tion of infinite ionic lattices	 (e.g.,	 silicon dioxide).
Hence, even though silicon shows some ability to catenate, ex-
tended covalent silicon compounds would not be able to exist
in a polar solvent like water or ammonia.
Silicon dc,es form some molecular polymers when it is
partially combined with hydrocarbon radicals and is put into
a polar solvent like water or ammonia.	 These polymers have a
skeleton of alternating silicon and either oxygen or nitrogen
PO
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atoms and are extraordinarily stable to heat and to polar sol-
vents as long as there are organic groups (e.g., CH 3 -) occupying
all non-skeletal covalent bonding sites. These polly--rs are
called silicones (or siloxanes) if oxygen al!:ernate., with
silicon in the molecular skeleton, and silazanes if nitrogen
alternates with silicon. The thermal stabilities of the sil-
icones and the silazanes appear to derive from the ionic nature
of the Si-0 and Si-N bonds, while the stability to coordination
by polar solvents seems to be due to per 	 do back-bonding in-
volving skeletal oxygen or nitrogen non-bonded electrons and
silicon vacant d orbitals. The silicones are insoluble in
polar solvents. Unfortunately, so are their small fragments.
Further, the small fragments are only stable if they are capped
off at the ends of the chain by organic groups. This situa-
tion does not favor the condensation of these small fragments
into large polymers. Consequently, it is doubtful that the
silicones or silazanes, or any silicon compounds, for that
matter, could serve as biomacromolecules.
Sulfur is in the same periodic group with oxygen and
is cosmically only about 0.7% as abundant as oxygen. It is
known to occur in terrestrial macromolecules (proteins) in both
a skeletal and a functional capacity. Skeletally it appears
in the divalent state as does oxygen. Sulfur is very similar
to oxygen chemically except that it does have valence shell
acceptor orbitals and, due to its greater size, it is easier
to oxidize than oxygen. Sulfur is not, however, a strongly
electropositive element and is not nearly as susceptible to
polar solvolysis as is silicon. In environments which are not
strongly oxidizing, divalent sulfur is reasonably stable and
many of its covalent compounds are structurally and reactively
analogous to the corresponding oxygen compounds. It is inter-
esting that sulfur would serve well in place of oxygen in the
same type of environment in which ammonia might replace water
in a biological scheme. It may be concluded that divalent
sulfur compounds could participate as principal structural
atoms in the skeletons of biopolymers. Tetracovalent sulfur
compounds, on the other hand, are too susceptible to oxidation,
reduction and polar solvolysis while hexavalent sulfur com-
pounds tend to form only very small molecules and ions.
It is in order, at this point, to mention a few words
about the place of hydrogen in biomacromolecules. Because of
its univalence, hydrogen can form only one covalent bond to
any other atom. Consequently, the occurrence of hydrogen at
a particular point in a molecule represents a termination of
spatial extension of the molecule from the atom to which the
hydrogen atom is bonded, in the direction of the line of the
bond with the hydrogen atom. It is this bonding with a uni-
valent element that affords a molecule the ability to achieve
•I
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"finiteness" without imparting a high degree of chemical re-
activity, which may be unfavorable fur molecular stability,
to the site of termination of extension.
	 (Ionization and n-
bond formation may also terminate molecular extension, but
usually impart reactivity to the Londing site.)
There are other univalent elements besides 	 en--h droY	 6
namely,	 the alkali metals:	 lithium,	 sodium, potassium, 	 rubid-
ium, cesium and francium and the halogens:
	 fluorine, chlorine,
bromine,	 iodine and astatine.	 It is pertinent,
	
therefore, to
consider whether these elements could occupy the place of hy-
drogen in an exotic biochemistry.
The alkali metals are extremely electropositive and
tend to form ionic bonds with all but the most electropositive
elements.	 In a polar solve.,t compounds containing alkali met-
als are dissociated into ions.	 Thus macromolecules would be
transformed into polynegative unions in polar media. 	 The ac-
cumulation of large numbers of negative charges on macromolec-
ular skeletons would induce electrostatic instability and would
result in breakup of the macromolecules. 	 In amphiprotic sol-
vents like water or ammonia, acid-base reactions would occur
in which the alkali metal ions would be replaced with hydrogen
ions which would form covalent bonds with the skeletal atoms
of the macromolecules. 	 It is thus impossible for alkali metal
atoms to fulfill the structural function of hydrogen in bio-
macromolecules.
The halogens are extremely electronegative and would
form highly polar covalent bonds with skeletal atoms. 	 These
bonds would be susceptible to dissociation in polar solvents.
Furthermore, all of the halogens except fluorine have vacant
acceptor orbitals to facilitate polar solvolysis. 	 Fluorine,
aside from being very rare, is the most electronegative of all
the halogens and its bonds with skeletal atoms would usually
have considerable ionic character.	 There are certain organic
compounds in which fluorine, through electronic delocalization,
forms bonds with carbon which are stable in the presence of
polar solvents.	 It is conceivable that such compounds could
find their way into biomacromolecules.	 The cosmic rarity of
fluorine, however, makes the likelihood of this extremely low.
The small size, intermediate electronegativity and
great cosmic abundance of hydrogen result in its uniqueness to
form stable, covalent, single bonds with skeletal atoms which
themselves must be of intermediate electronegativity.
In this chapter we have attempted to deal with the
chemical requirements of the mechanical structures of biolog-
ical systems.	 These structures are responsible for carrying
10,
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out important life processes which are dependent upon the chem-
ical reactivities of atoms and groups of atoms contained therein
and which entail acid-base, oxidation-reduction ,hydrogen bonding
and charge transfer reactions. While it has been possible to
accept or reject certain atomic species having similar chemical
properties as potential structural factors on the bases of el-
emental abundance, atomic size and electronic structure, it
is beyond the scope of this study to perform a similar analysis
for the dynamic Chemical oehavior of these structures. This
unfortunate circumstance is brought about by the chemical sim-
ilarities demonstrated by many elements which are not as easy
to separate from the point of view of reactivity as from that
of structure. Furthermore, elemental abundance is not as lim-
iting in the case of functional groups as it is with gross
structures. Hence, it is not clear that trivalent phosphorus
or arsenic could not serve in place of nitrogen as ba s ic atoms
or that sulfonic acid group3 could not replace the acidic
function of the carboxyl group. Even in terrestrial organisms,
there is some evidence that sulfhydryl groups perform some of
the functions of hydroxyl groups while iron and copper are
known to perform similar functions in respiratory enzymes.
The differences in reactivity of similar functional groups are
often of degree rather than kind. To evaluate the effect of
replacing one functional group with another would probably re-
quire a detailed model of the biochemical system into which it
would fit.
VI. CHEMICAL ENERGY AND LIVING SYSTEMS
Living organisms being dynamic systems, require a
source of energy to drive their vital processes. In order that
the living system controls the rates of its own processes, the
energy for these processes must be generated from within the
organism in exergonic chemical reactions which are coupled,
through reactive intermediates, to the vital processes. Assum-
ing that the living system does not consume itself in the bio-
energetic process, the chemical species which are responsible
for biological energy production will have to be acquired from
the environment or synthesized in vivo from materials acquire-.3
from the environment. Since these species must release energy
in the course of their reac.ion, they must have higher chemical
potential energy than either the environment or the living
system. Consequently, these species will not be in a state
of thermodynamic equilib^,ium with the environment. The syn-
thesis of such high energy species, either in the environment
or in vivo, requires the utilization of an energy source which
is external to the en ,;ironment and the living system. This
energy source could be thermal or electrical as in the car-es
of volcanoes, hot springs and lightning but a far more intense
I
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and constant source of energy is available to all planets,
regardless of their geological features, in the forms of cos-
mic and stellar radiation. high energy radiations can excite
environmentally equilibrated molecules to electronically ex-
cited states, in which they are capable of reacting to produce
high energy chemical species. There species would be degraded
back to equilibrium species by reactions in the environment or
in the organism. In vivo synthesis has obvious advantages in
this respect. Ultimately, the waste products of the bioener-
getic reactions would be returned to the environment as equi-
librium or near-equilibrium species.
I
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The bioenergetic reactions could be either of the
acid-base or oxidation-reduction type or a combination of
these. Presumably, the rates of reactions would be regulated
by biochemical catalysts whose structures and modes of reac-
tion would depend upon the reactions they were catalyzing.
The origin of biochemical fuels is probably closely
related to the availability of the precursor species in the
environment and the tendencies of their component atoms to
form energy-rich covalent bonds under the influence of thermal,
electrical or radiative energy. Hence, it would be reasonable
to expect that they would be composed of the more abundant, co-
valent bonding elements--namely, carbon, hydrogen, oxygen,
nitrogen and sulfur. Although iron does not show a strong
tendency to form covalent compounds in polar media, the oxi-
dation of Fe(II) to Fe(III) or the reduction of Fe(III) to
Fe(II) could conceivably serve as a bioenergetic reaction.
Silicon and magnesium, on the other hand, tend to form ionic
species which are not amenable to the production of energy-
rich molecules.
It is impossible to predict, a priori, which molecules
could serve as the fuels for bioenergetic processes without de-
tailed knowledge of planetary conditions. It is certain, however,
that the energy-rich compounds must have reasonably long life-
times if they are to exist long enough to be utilized by living
systems. In water or ammonia as a solvent, it is doubtful that
free radicals or small, unconjugated, ,r-bonded molecules could
serve as fuels in oxidation-reduction processes. Similarly,
ionic species could not serve as primary bioenergetic species
in acid-base reactions. Such reactions would have to proceed
through specie& containing covalent bonds with ionic character.
In general, the reactive groups or atoms of the fuel molecules
will have to be shielded from the environment by being trapped
in the shallow potential wells of metastable covalent bonds(or i....^r atomic orbits in the case of iron).
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The accelerated release of biologically useful chem-
ical energy, in vivo, from these ineta:.table bonds, would be
accomplished by the intervention of biological catalysts.
Those catalysts promoting oxidation-reduction reactions would
themselves have to be capable of being, reversibly oxidized or
reduced or of conducting electronic charge. The presence of
a delocalized w-electron system in these molecules is indis-
pensible in this dense. Since only the elements in the second
row of the periodic table show the ability to form extensively
delocalized n-systems, oxidation-reduction catalysts would have
to be composed primarily of carbon and nitrogen. Occasionally,
certain reversibly reducible metal ions, like iron, may be use-
ful in oxidation-reduction catalysts, as they permit the bind-
ing of bioenergetic molecules to the catalyst by coordinate
covalent bonding without disruption of the n-system of the
catalyst.
Catalysts for acid-base reactions would have to be
capable of polarizing an already polar covalent bored until
almost complete charge separation occurred. This requires the
presence of strong electron acceptor and donor groups on the
catalyst. As there are many chemical :species which could ful-full this requirement, it is not possible to be very restrictive
in this case.
f	 VII. CONCLUSIONS
In order for living syste,-as to exist on a given plan-
et, certain chemical conditions must be met. These chemical
conditions Impose physical conditions on the biological envir-
onment.
A polar solvent must be available, in large quan-
tities, to act as a medium for mass transport and mechanistic
assistance in sustaining the chemical reactions of living sys-
tems. An abundant fluid solvent also assures that radiosyn-
thetic pathways will be available to the living systems while
providing shielding from the deleterious effects of high-energy
radiations. The boiling and freezing points of the solvent
under the pressure conditions of the planetary atmosphere set,
approximately, the temperature limits for life in that envir-
onment. The high cosmic abundances and hydrogen bonding pyopf
erties of water and ammonia make these two substances the most
likely polar liquids to be retained by cool planets of inter-
mediate size as biological solvents. Hot planets aid small
planets will generally not be able to retain atmospne.r .- or
large bodies of the liquids capable of serving as bio.. '.cal
solvents.
r.
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Large but finite molecules are necessary to living
systems for the raLention and transmission of information and
partial isolation from the environment.
	 These giant molecules
must be composed of abundant atoms which have 'Che ability to
form Strong covalent bonds which are stable in polar solutions.
On cool planets of intermediate size, 	 the cosmic abundances
of the elements, with hydrogen and helium considerably reduced
in proportion, can be taken as an approximation to the envir-
onmental abundances of the elements. 	 On large cool planets,
which can retain hydrogen, the actual cosmic abundances of
hydrogen and helium must also be considered.	 Of the more com-
mon elements, only carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen and sulfur
have the desired bonding properties for the skeletal construe-
tion of biomacron,olecules.	 These desirable features can be
traced to their high nuclear charge/radius ratios and, with
the exception of sulfur, lack of vacant, valence-shell orbitals.
Even though bicmacromolecules are restricted predominantly tog	 P	 Y
these elements, there is considerable room for variation in
the molecular Structures employed since radiosynthetic and
chemosynthet.'.t: pathways to the macromolecules will be strongly
dependent upon planetary physical and chemical conditions:
chemical composition, atmospheric pressure, planetary size,
etc.	 The chemical activities of these macromolecules are ex-
pected to arise from the secondary valence effects of non-
bonding and r electrons of the constituent atoms and possibly
from the occasional inclusion of less abundant elements.
i Phase equilibria (e.g., solvent extraction) and the employment
Y: of reactive trace elements may also be involved and it is
therefore difficult to generalize about the nature of the re-
activities of the macromolecules.
Living systems must be capable of producing their
own energy for the sustenance of life processes. 	 This is ac-
complished through chemical reactions involving chemical species
whose chemical potentials are above the mean free energy of
(j the environment.
	
These species are synthesized from common
environmental substances through the interventioi. of some ex-
tra-environmental source of energy. 	 Cosmic and stellar radia-
tions are most useful in this regard. 	 Because these "fuel"
molecules must be readily available to the living systems,
they must also be composed of the more common elements and
must not be so reactive that they are consumed in rapid non-
biological reactions.	 The "fuel" molecules must therefore be
kinetically "stable" in the environment.	 This is most effec-
tively accomplished when the useful energy of these molecules
is stored in metastable covalent bonds.	 The in vivo reactions
of the fuel molecules are accelerated by the employment of bi-
ological catalysts, which are chemically structured to transmit
the biologically useful energy to specific life processes.
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Those catalysts which promote oxidation-reduction reactions
should have a delocallzed r-electron system so that carbon
and nitrogen are essent_ a l elements in their structures.
Those catalysts which promote acid-base reactions must con-
tain electron acceptor and/or electron dor.;,r grc.ups. No lim-
iting generalizations can be made about these molecules.
In view of the chemical attributes and great abun-
dances of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and sulfur, it
is difficult, if not impossible, to conceive of living systems
which are not composed predominantly of these elements. It
is, therefore, reasonably safe to rule out the possibility of
biochemistries based upon other elements than those comprising
the bulk of terrestrial organisms. 'this, however, does not
imply that extraterrestrial life forms must employ the same
chemical structures found in terrestrial organisms. It would
not be difficult to think of life forms employing ammonia as
a solvent in place of water or using sulfur to a greater ex-
tent than it is used by earthly life forms. Furthermore, dif-
ferent solvent, pressure, composition and gravitational con-
ditions on another planet might lead to synthetic and thermo-
dynamic conditions favoring organic molecules and biosynthetic
routes totally different from our purines, pyrimidines, sugars
and amino acids as the building blocks of life. Ultraviolet
and nuclear marnetic resonance spectroscopies may yield some
very interesting results indeed, when the search for extra-
terrestrial life is begun.
1011-SGS-cb
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APPENDIX
CHEMICAL S'T'RUCTURE AND REACTIVITY (Ref.  7, 8)
Tte behaviors and properties of chemical compounds
are predominantly due to the electronic configurations of the
j molecules which comprise these substances. 	 Molecular proper-
( ties are, in turn, dependent upon the electronic structures of
the atoms of which they are composed and the natures of the
Interactions between these electrons.	 Quantum mechanics has
been extremely useful in developing a qualitative picture of
atomic, molecular and intermolecular electronic interactions.
In this section the nature of electronic interactions in atoms,
molecules and molecular complexes will be described briefly
l and will be used to account for the states of chemical combi-
nation of atoms and the structures and modes of reaction of
Y
molecules and molecular complexes.
A.	 The Electronic Structure of Atoms
Quantum mechanics has given us a qualitative model
of atomic electronic structure in which a positively charged
nucleus is associated with extranuclear electrons which mote,
very roughly, in orbits about the nucleus. 	 The number of ex-
tranuclear electrons is equal to the number of nuclear protons
in a neutral atum.	 T'ne sizes and energies of the orbits are
related to the principal quantum number r,(n=1,2,3,4 ..... ).
' The greater the value of n, the greater is the mean radius and
the energy of the orbit. 	 The orbits are subztructured into
orbitals which have directional characteristics and determine
the number of electrons which can occupy a given orbit. 	 Each
orbital can accommodate a maximum of two electrons. 	 The small-
' est orbits, n=1 and n=2, each contain n 2 orbitals so that the
n=1 orbit can contain a maximum of two electrons and the n=2
orbit can contain a maximum of eight electrons. 	 For higher
orbits, in many electron atoms, the picture is more complicated,
due to the inability of atomic quantum mechanics to deal quan-
titatively with interelectronic repulsions. 	 In constructing
a model of many electron atoms, electrons are assigned to or-
bitals in orbits of lowest n until these orbits are filled.
The orbits of next higher n are then occupied until all of
the electrons are assigned to the orbits and orbitals giving
the configuration of lowest energy. 	 Thus, the atom with six
nuclear protons and six extranuclear electrons contains two
electrons in the n=1 orbit and four electrons in the n = 2 orbit.
The orbitals comprising the incompletely filled,
highest occupied orbit of an atom may be doubly occupied, and
I
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therefore filled completely, singly occupied and therefore
half-filled, or completely --mpty. 	 The chemical reactivity of
atoms stems from the tendency of nature to fill all states 	 (or-
bitals) thermally accessible to the system.	 This can be ac-
complished in several ways. 	 First, a number of atoms having
unpaired electrons can share their unpaired electrons, thereby
mutually filling their partially occupied orbitals.	 The shar-
ing of electrons between atoms results in attractive interac-
tion between the atoms and is said to result in the formation
I of a covalent bond.	 The orbitals which are completed by the
formation of a covalent bond do not retain their original char-
, acteristics.	 The simultaneous occupation of the two atomic
orbitals by one electron pair results in an occupied molecular
orbital.	 The number of unpaired electrons that an atom shares
in this way is called its covalence. 	 If two non-identical
atoms share an electron pair, the pair will spend most of its
time nearer one atom than the other. 	 The covalent bond is then
said to be polar.	 The tendency of an atom to polarize a co-
valent bond by attracting the electron pair is called its
electronegL.tivity.	 Correspondingly, the inability of an atom
to hold an electron pair close to it is called electropositiv-
ity.	 Electronegativity is an electrostatic phenomenon and
increases with increasing nuclear charge and decreases even
faster with increasing atomic radius. 	 The opposite is true
for electropositivity.
	
If an extremely electronegative ele-
ment and an extremely electropositive element form a covalent
bond, the bonded electron pair may be so strongly polarized
that it resides in an orbital on the more electronegative ele-
ment which is reminiscent of a pure atomic orbital. 	 In this
case the electropositive member of the bond is essentially
stripped of the bonding electron. 	 The almost complete transfer
of an electron from one atom to ancther results in the forma-
tion of charged atoms or ions, and the largely electrostatic
interaction holding ions together is said to be an ionic bond.
Second, those atoms which have completely vacant or-
bitals within partially filled orbits can accept pairs of elec-
trons into these orbitals from atoms which have paired electron:.
in atomic orbitals.	 The originally unshared pair is then
shared between two atoms, forming a bond and filling orbitals
on both atoms.	 The bond thus formed is called a dative bond
or coordinate covalent bond.	 The number of atoms attached to
a given atom in this way is called its coordination number.
Coordinate covalent bonding is not often observed in neutral
single atoms which are not already engaged in covalent or ionic
bonding.	 Rather, it is a property of atoms whose conventional
covalences have already been satisfied. 	 Consequently, it may
be regarded as a secondary type of bonding.
Z`
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Reactions in which a single electron is transferred
from one atom to another are called oxidation-reduction reac-
tions.	 The electron donor is said to be a reducing agent and
is oxidized '.n the reaction. 	 The electron acceptor is called
an oxidizing agent and is reduced in the reaction.	 Reactions
in which an electron pair is transferred from one atom to
another are called acid-base reactions. 	 The electron pair
donor is called a Lewis base while the electron pair acceptor
is called a Lewis acid.	 Coordinate covalent bonding is an ex-
ample of Lewis acid-base interaction. 	 Ionic bonding repre-
sents the result of the oxidation and reduction of atoms.
Most chemical reactions can be classified as either acid-base
or oxidation-reduction reactions.
All atoms having the same number of electrons in
their Highest occupied orbit have similar electronic config-
urations in these orbits and therefore show similarities in
the compositions and electronic structures of the molecules
they form, regardless of the value of n for the highest occu-
pied orbit.	 This represents a statement of the Periodic Law
which was propcsed by Mendeleev in the nineteenth century when
he observed a periodic recurrence of chemical properties of
the elements as a function of atomic weight.
	
Actually the
periodicity is a function of atomic number (nuclear proton
number).	 Thus all univalent elements combine with one atom
of any other univalent element and divalent elements combine
with two atoms of univalent elements, regardless of the iden-
tity of the atoms.
	 The Periodic Law cannot be regarded as a
R. reliable means of predicting all of the chemical properties
of one atom from the knowledge of the chemical properties of
an electronically similar atom (periodic congeners). 	 This is
due to the availability of greater numbers of orbitals in or-
bits of higher n and the differences in the electrestatic
properties of atoms	 (electronegativity, etc.) of different
nuclear charges, inner orbit electron populations, and atomic
radii.	 These factors profoundly influence the details of atomic
electronic structure, coordination number, bond type, bond
strength and ease of oxidation or reduction of atoms engaged
in bonding.
	
The unreliability of the periodic law is of great
importance to the present work.
B.	 The Electronic Structure of Molecules
The chemical andh sical properties of matter areP Y	 P	 P
related to the types of bonds holding molecular atoms together
in the molecule, as well as the spatial arrangements of thesebonds.	 These factors are in turn determined by the ways in
which atomic electronic orbitals combine to form molecular e-
lectronic orbitals and the ways in which thest "molecular or-
bitals" are occupied by electrons.
I
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:iolecular orbitals are constructed by the overlapping
of atomic valence orbitals. 	 Each molecular orbital can accom-
modate two spin paired electrons, in accordance with the Paull
exclusion principle.	 The occupied molecular orbitals constitute
the chemical bonds which hold the molecule together. 	 Atomic
valence shell electrons which do not participate in bonding
t^ are called non-bonding electrons and reside in orbitals which
are localized on atoms but which, due to interactions with
bonding electrons, do not exhibit themselves as true atomic
orbitals.	 Inner shell atomic electrons, however, are not
strongly perturbed by valence shell effects and behave as if
they were in essentially "pure" atomic orbitals.	 The disposi-
tion of all valence shell electrons, bonding and non-bonding,
about a given atom in a molecule, determines the bonding geom-
etry of that atom. 	 The equilibrium geometry of such an atom
derives from the electronic configuration of least electro-
static repulsion compatible with the spatial characteristics
of the available orbitals.
Chemical bonds are classified according to the way
in which the atomic orbitals overlap and the distribution of
electronic charge in the bond.	 Bonds which form as a result
of collinear overlap of atomic orbitals and whose electronic
charge is concentrated along the line joining the bonded atoms
are called a-bonds.	 Bonds which form as a result of overlap
of atomic orbitals at right angles to the line of normal a-
bonding and whose electronic charge is concentrated above and
below the line of normal a-bonding are called n-bonds. 	 Both
conventional covalent and coordinate covalent bonding demon-
strate a- and ,r-bond formation.	 Ionically bonded compounds,
on the other hand, demonstrate very little in the way of molec-
ular orbital properties.	 The associative interactions in these
f
compounds are primarily electrostatic.
	
Consequently, rather
than forming discrete molecules whose sizes are limited largely
by the Pauli exclusion principle, ionic compounds tend to form
infinite crystalline lattices.
For the sake of clarity, we shall at this point de-
fine as molecules those polyatomic aggregates whose bonding is
the result of the sharing of unpaired atomic valence electrons.
Molecules are therefore held together by conventional covalent
bonds.	 Those species which are formed as the result of coor-
dinate covalent bonding between molecules, by electrostatic
attractions between molecules or by other charge transfer in-
teractions between discrete molecules will hereafter be referred
to as molecular complexes.
i
The atoms comprising the molecues with which this
work is concerned exhibit covalences from one to six.	 If each
^r
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bonding electron is shared with a different atom and al.;. valence
shell electrons are employed in bonding, the bonding geometry
about the atom in question is linear, trigonal planar,
tetrahedral, trigonal bipyrimidal or octahedral for atoms with
two, three, four, five or six covalent bonding electrons,
respectively. If two electrons in the valence shell of an
atom are paired in a non-bonding orbital and each bonding e-
lectron is shared with a different atom, the bonding geometry
(including the non-bonding pair) is linear, trigonal planar,
tetrahedral or tetragonal pyramidal for atoms with three, four,
five or six valence shell electrons, respectively. If two non-
bonding pairs are present, a situation which can occur only
with elements having six valence shell electrons, the geometry
of the bonds and non-bonding pairs is tetrahedral. In all of
the above cases, only o-bonds are present. The sharing of two
unpaired electrons of one atom with two of another atom results
in the formation of one o-bond and one n-bond. The stablest
n-bonds all have planar geometry about the bonding area, but
exceptions are known in which "strained" bent n-bonds are
formed. In general, no atom may be engaged in more than two
Tr-bonds.
A special case of n-bonding occurs when several atoms
in the same molecule, relatively near each other, are engaged
in n-bonding. Because the n-electron density is concentrated
above and below the bonded atoms rather than between them, e-
lectrons in different ,r-bonds can undergo a super-exchange in-
teraction. Tnis is called "electron delocalization," and im-
parts great stability to the participating r-bonds, which are
normally much weaker than Q-bonds.
The relevance of molecular electronic structure and
molecular geometry to the behavior of matter can be illustrated
by the following example. Water is a molecule composed of one
atom of oxygen and two of hydrogen. The free oxygen atom has
six electrons in its valence shell. Four of these form two
non-bonding pairs, while two are unpaired. Hydrogen only has
one electron. The water molecule is thus tetrahedral about
the oxygen atom. The two 0-H o-bonds are about 105 0 apart.
Because oxygen is more electronegative than hydrogen, the bond
electrons reside !_loser to the oxygen than to the hydrogen
atoms. Consequentj,, the oxygen atom carries a partial neg-
ative charge, while the hydrogen atoms carry partial positive
charges. The asymmetry of the water molecule, coupled with
the separat.on of charge in that molecule, results in the di-
polar nature of H 2 O. Among large numbers of water molecules,
there are dipole-dipole attractions resulting in some ordering
of the system at low enough thermal energies. As a result of
these attractions, water is a liquid at much higher temperatures
than methane which is of comparable molecular weight but is
non-polar. Hence, the great importance of electronic struc-
ture and molecular geometry to the behavior of matter.
r
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The attraction of water dipoles for one another re-
sults in what might be called a molecular complex. Here the
intermolecular forces are electrostatic. Another type of mo-
lecular complex formation which results from chemical forces
is coordinate covalent bonding. In this case non-bonding e-
lectrons from atoms already covalently bonded in molecules are
donated into vacant orbitals on atoms in ether molecules.
Both a type and n type bonds can be formed in this way, de-
pending upon the relative orientations of donor and acceptor
orbitals. As in the case of covalent bond formation, the ge-
ometries of coordination complexes are determined mainly by
the configurations of minimum valence shell electron pair re-
l^
	
i
	 pulsions.
A third type of molecular complex formation is known.
In this interaction, a non-bonding or ,r-bonded electron pair
i	 is donated into vacant high-energy n-orbitals of the acceptor
molecule. The complexes thus formed are called charge transfer
complexes and are considerably weaker than the other two types
of molecular complexes.
C. Chemical Reactivity
	
li
	
The interactions between atoms to form molecules and
crystals are the consequence of the tendency of matter to achieve
the lowest state of potential energy compatible with the en-
vironment. In a similar manner, molecules will react to form
the most stable species compatible with the environment. The
	
t^
	
In determining the pathways by which atoms and molecules react
and the stabilities of the products of reaction. Equally im-
conditions extant in the environment are extremely important
portant, however, is the elemental composition of the reactants
and their electronic structures. The present section will deal
	
l l
	
with the important reactions of molecules and the effects of
molecular structure and environment upon reactiv{ty.
n
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Chemical reactions may be divided into three broad
classes: free radical reactions, acid-base reactions and oxi-
dation-reduction reactions. Free radical reactions are proc-
esses iavolving the formation and subsequent reactions of
species containing one or more unpaired electrons. Free rad-
icals may be single atoms or molecular fragments. These spe-
cies are produced by the decomposition of highly vibrationally
or electronically excited molecules and are common reactive
species only under high radiation fluxes or at high tempera-
tures. The principal modes of reactivity of free radicals are
atom or electron abstraction from normal molecules and radical
recombination by electron spin pairing. While free radical
reactions are probably not important to living systems as we
know them in their normal functioning, they probably played an
importtrit role in the formation of the precursors to the mol-
ecules of life.
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Acid-base reactions are of two types. The formation
of coordination complexes by the donation of non-bonding elec-•
tron pairs of a donor species to the vacant low energy orbitals
of an acceptor species is called Lewis acid-ba.-e reaction.
Sometimes n-bonded electron pairs can serve a3 the donated e-
lectrons. The electron donor in this case i3 called a Lewis
base, while the electron acceptor is called a Lewis acid. The
second type of acid-base reaction is due to the transfer of
hydrogen ions from one species to another. This is called a
Bronsted acid-base reaction and the hydrogen ion d , 'or is called
a Bronsted acid while the hydrogen ion acceptor i:, :.,:Med a
Bronsted base. Bronsted bases are always Lewis bases but Bron-
sted acids are not necessarily Lewis acids. The converse: of
both statements are also true.
The dissolution of a polar or ionic substance in a
polar sclvent always occurs a3 an acid-base reaction. The sol-
vent dipoles orient themselves about the solute and the energy
released by the ensuing acid-base reaction provides the driv-
ing force to overcome solute-solute attractions and disperse
the solute into solution. All substitution reactions occurring
In polar solutions are the result of acids or bases reacting
with other acids or bases to form the most stable distribution
of products under the conditions of the environment.
Oxidation-reduction reactions are reactions in which
one reactant transfers one or more electrons completely over to
another reactant. This is uoAally done in the direction of
t	 completing an electron pair on one atom or eliminating an un-
paired electron on another. The electron donor is called a
reducing agent and is said to be oxidized in the reaction
while the electron acceptor is called an oxidizing agent and
is said to be reduced in the reaction. Oxidation-reduction
reactions between molecules in solution are thought to proceed
by two possible mechanisms. Where the reacting molecules have
extensively delocalized 7r-bonds, the electron transfer is be-
lieved to occur via the lowest vacant ,r-molecular orbitals.
In the cases where no such n-system is available, reactants
of similar molecular dimensions are thought to undergo oxida-
tion-reduction by a tunnelling process.
As a general rule, the reaction of a molecule with
a more electropositive species leaves that molecule in a re-
duced condition, while the reaction of a molecule with a more
electronegative species leaves it in an oxidized condition.
r
